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Project Management Professional (PMP) Course for Project Staff
Questions & Answers
1. In the scope of work is was mentioned” to provide The PMP computerized exam.
a. Can you clarify this point since the actual PMP exam is held in special Independent
centers that are not affiliated with the training providers?
i. Cost of the exam is 555 $ / per participant for non PMI members and 405 $ / par
participants for PMI members to be paid for PMI and not to the training
provider or the Testing Center, however this can be facilitated on behalf of the
group of participants by the training provider

2. Or are you referring to the MOCK exam that simulates the real exam which is part of preparing
the participants for the actual exam.
No, the actual exam
3. Kindly confirm that the content of the Materials will be in English
Confirmed
4. The delivery of the content can be done either in English or Arabic or bilingual (English and
Arabic)
Bilingual
5. Under Scope of Work, the first point mentions that PMD (Project Management for
Development) is a pre-requisite for all JRF participants. Can JRF confirm that this means that all
staff selected for the course will have taken a PMD course and/or passed the PMD Pro 1 exam?
Must have passed the PMD Pro 1.
6. Under Scope of Work, the second point mentions the offerer is to provide the PMP
computerized exam. We have two questions:
a. To confirm that the exam required (and preparation for which) is the Project
Management Professional (PMP) exam and not the Project Management for
Development (PMD) exam
The PMP exam
b. The PMP exam is administered by the Project Management Institute (PMI) and
organizations cannot register test takers on their behalf, individual test takers must
enroll themselves and submit supporting documentation for PMI evaluation ahead of
clearance to take the PMP exam. Conversely, the PMD exam can be administered online
by an authorized vendor/center
The cost to be included with the package, but the preparations and required documents
will be prepared by the participants.
7. Having the PMD certificate as a prerequisite condition for the course, do we need to ensure
participants are qualified for the PMP prep course?
How can we do that?

8. Will the delivery be totally in English or ok to be bilingual?
Bilingual

9.

"To provide the PMP computerized exam" The PMP exam is provided only by PMI, do you want
us to make the necessary preparations for the exam (PMI registration, exam registration,)?
Yes, and to include the exam cost.

10. "To provide the participants with course material/reference text book" Do you mean to provide
the text book in hard copy or soft copy acceptable?
Put the cost for both

11. "Offeror to provide proposed training material with their proposal." Should we provide the
whole material or is a sample enough?
The whole material.
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